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Drawing is the first stage of a successful watercolor painting, yet it is also the most easily forgotten.

Peter Woolley guides the beginner through simple exercises and extended demonstrations to learn

effective pencil and watercolor techniques. Drawing Towards Watercolor is the pain-free way to

improve your watercolor paintings. Packed with useful advice and simple demonstrations, the artist

will soon learn effective techniques to paint achievable scenes. All popular areas of watercolour are

covered-- trees, mountains, water, skies, figures and buildings--each accompanied by sketching

exercises, followed by watercolor exercises, leading to the development of a finished picture.
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Peter Woolley has been a professional watercolour artist since 1986. His original work can be found

in private collections all over the World, and many of his paintings are available as Limited Edition

Prints and Cards. He tours extensively and runs regular tuition courses. He lives in Derbyshire.
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This book is so well written. It takes you through the process in a way that builds confidence and

technique that you can repeat on your own. It really sets you on the road to discovery and gives you

the tools to complete the journey. A great book from a real talent.

I am self taught watercolorist. I have quite a collection of books and i was pleasantly surprised to

find this fresh and interesting book. it isn't like all the others and has a nice section on drawing for



watercoloring. I taught myself to draw out and plan the painting first. this book walks you threw the

paces and shows you exactly what you need to know to accomplish it. great book

I intend to watercolor...,eventually. but my drawing needs a lot of work, so I figured this book would

help. And it does, it's a great book on drawing and sketching, succinct, and right to the key stuff. I've

seen some of it in other such books but he really condenses it all without a bunch of rhetoric & fluff.

And I haven't even looked at the watercolor parts much. But I suspect similar directions.

This book is very inspirational and full of knowledge. I love his writing. Great buy!

This man has a lot to offer through his lessons. They are easy to follow and he has good

information.

Has some great tips on using watercolor for nature paintings. Not a bad review for artists, but a

great book for beginners to the watercolor medium. Keep in mind though, that books will never

replace a good teacher or give you feedback, so for this reason, though I give it a give star, I would

say that it is best to use it in tandem with at least a beginner class in the medium to gain it's full

benefit.
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